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Introduction
The experimental information on the nuclear level densities of statically deformed nuclei c9mes principally from neutron capture resonance measurements. The experim~ntal nuclear level spacings determined from the In addition, Ericson 5 ) has analyzed several lanthanide and actinide level densities in tenn~ of a unified model which included both particle excitations and collective excitations. However, in this analysis 5 ) the particle excitations were calculated on the assumption that the single particle levels are equally spaced.
The purpose of the present paper is t9 make an up-to-date comparison of the experimental level spacings of statica~ly deformed nuclei with the corresponding spacings calculated with a microscopic theory of interacting Fermioris 6 ) and realistic sets of single particle levels. The microscopic theory in the present calculations gives the number of particle or intrinsic· states and each of these states serves as the. parent of a rotational band as in the Ericson calculation.
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2. Calculational Procedure The theoretical calculations of the level density were performed for nuclei with axial symmetry which implies that the particle states can be characterized by the quantum number n which represents the total projection of the partic'le angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis. The projection n for a given particle' state results from combining the projections of all the unpaired single particle excitations. The density of particle states of a particular Q is approximated by a normal distribution,
w. t (E,n)
l.n r
where W. t (E) is the total density of particle or intrinsic states of both l.n r parities.
The state density w. t (E) and spin cutoff. factor 011 (E) are calculated l.n r .
,with a microscopic theory including nuclear pairing by a method outlined · 4 7 previously' )0 In the present 2 context, 0" (E) is defined by, i where S, E . and E . are·the inverse of the t~Irtperature T, the proton quasipl. nl.
particle energy and the neutron quasiparticle energy, respectively. The quantity 01l2(E) is analogous to the spin cutoff factor 02(E) for a spherical 1 . ' , 2 nuc eus, except for an aXl.ally deformed nucleus, 011 (E) is related to the total projectio~of the particle angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis. The quantity e1 11
is the moment-of-inertia about an axis parallel to the symmetry axis.
In the present.calculation we assume that each particle state characterized by Inl has a rotational band built upon it: ·For this assumption to be valid the particle degrees of freedom must be completeLY decoupled from'the collective 
where E t-(K, I) is the rotational ene~gy expended for a rotational level I ro
built on a particular K-'value. A level is characterized by a positive value of n (or K) and only values equal to or greater than zero are included in the sum. -The fact that the particle states are degenerate with respect to the sign of n (or K) is a result of rotational invariance for ax~ally symmetric nuclei.
If one assumes that the rotational energy E t.(K,I) is small compared ro to the total excitation energy, then eqo (3) may be rewritten,
where 01 2(E) =~lT/h2 and 21 is the moment-of-inertia about an axis perpendicular to the nuclear symmetryaxis o with the assumption that K = ~, the quantity W intr (E,m given by e'1.
(1) is substituted into eq. (4) to give,
where the sum e~tends from -I to +I and an additional factor of ~ is introduced.
This gives the proper weight to the K = 0 bands, since for a give!l I, 'only one-half of the K =' 0 bands contribute 8 )0
For small values of I where the exponential term in ego (5) is near unity, the sum in eqo (5) is approximately' equal to 2I+l and eqo (5) reduces to, 
The latter equation for spherical nuclei contains an extra factor of 02(E) in the denominator. This factor is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Equation (7) is derived for spherical nuclei on the basis that no rotational states contribute to the state density and, hence,_w(E) in eq. (7) is the total state density. In ,contrast to eq. (7), eq •. (6) is derived on / the basis tha~ particle and rotational states contribute to the state density. -5-
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Equation (8) is derived from the ,rotational partition function in the approximation that the particle and rotational energies are independent. The total state density, including particle and rotational states, for a deformed nucleus with axially symmetry is to good approximation given by,'
The,factor of 1 2 isa symmetry number for axially symmetric nuclei due to invariance with respect to rotation of 180 0 about an axis perpendicular to
the symmetry axis. Due to this property, only one-half of the particle states serve as parent levels for the bands of rotational levels. The individual levels in the rotational band built on each particle level are
labelled by X. The sum in eq. '(9) runs over all angular'momentum values ,I=O to 1=00. In addition, for each 'level X with angular momentum I, there are 2I+l
, -eigenstates corresponding' to the same magnitude of the rotational energy,. i. e. , each rotational level has a degeneracy of 2I+l. If the rotational energy E t(I) given by ro (10) is small compared to the total energy E, then eq. (9) may be rewritten as 00 2I+l
I=O X=l wi,th the (2I+l) degeneracy factor and the rotational energy of eq. (10), one may rewrite eq!' (11) as follows 00
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If h 2 /2~ T is small compared to unity, . the sum in eq. (12) can be replaced by an integral. On integration of this expression, one obtains eq. (8).
Equation (5) may now be rewritten in terms of the total state density,
This equation is analogous to eq. (3) of the previous paper and in the limit of small I gives,
Equation (14) is analogous to the spherical nucleus result given by eq. (7).
Since eq. (13) contains the total state density, it satisfies the condition 00 that 1:
However, W(E) in eq. (13) is equal to 01 Wintr(E).
4)
of the prev10us paper • In performing calculations of the level density for ,a deformed nucleus of particular angular momentum I and both parities, we use eq. (5),. The (14)
intrinsic or-particle state density w. t (E) is calculated with the microscopic 1n r 4 theory with values of the nuclear pairing energ~es given in the previous paper ).
.
The micr6~copic theory is use~ also to compute 011 (E) by way of eq. Again the theoretical spacings for the spherical nuclei were calculated with single particle levels generated with the parameters of Nilsson et ~09), however, no enhancement due to the collective rotations are included in Dth 0 , eo.
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The question of the sensitivity of D h ' to a particular set bf teo. . single particle levels was investigated by performing calculations with single particle levels calculated by Nix !::!. al. 10) and with single particle levels . 11
calculated with the deformations and parameters of Tsang et al. ). The results are compared in Table 5 and are quite similar.
I
In the present formufation, any enhancement in· the level density due to vibrations has ,been neglected. For the case of an axi~lly symmetric nucleus, the' enhancement in the level-density due to vibrations is calculable with the same type of formalism as that discussed·for rotations and is given approximately Hence, the enhancements in the level density for heavy nuclei due to vibrational " excitations is expected to be an order of magnitude less than that due to rotations.
In adding the collective rotational levels to the intrinsic pr particle leve~ density, one is concerned about the redundance in the two t~pes of degrees of freedom. One knows that at low excitation energy, each intrinsic level has built upon it a rotational band. At these iow energ'ies, the nucl~us has .a well-d~fined deformation and one can clearly sep,arate the particle and cqllective motion. However, as the temperature and excitation energy increase, it is I probably no longer a good approximation to assume that the particle and collective degrees of freedom are independent of each oth~r. In the limit where the temperature is very large and the particle and collective degrees of freedom are thoroughly mixed, then w. t· (E) contains all of the available l.n·r states and there is no enhancement in the level density due to collective rotations. possibly reflect a deficiency in the various sets of theoretical single particle levels used in the calculation of the particle state density. simi liar'
calculations ,need to be done, with other sets 'of theoretical single particle levels.
The transitional nuclei l84w , 1880s and 196pt represent interesting cases where the theoretical spacings are much too small when calculated on the basis of a deformed nucleus formalism (eqs. (5) fig. 1 , the ratios of D / 0 , theo •. expo are near uriity for these nuclei when spherical single particle levels are used. This result may be. due to the fact that these nuclei are very soft to changes in shape. By the time the neutron and proton numbers are increased sufficiently to reach 196pt , the nuclear potential energy surface has become , . 9 11' very shallow with slight minima at oblate anq prolate de~ormations' ). However, the depths,of these minima are only about 1/4 MeV. The ,criterion for the temperature at which .the enhancement in the level density due to rotations , I
vanishes for these soft nuclei must be substantially different from the' "-.
criterion discussed earlier for rigidly deformed nuclei where the minimum in ,the potential energy is of the order of the. neutron binding energy. For these soft transitional nuclei, an excitation energy corresponding to the neutron binding energy may give a nuclear'temperature sufficiently high, such that'
there is 'not a well defined deformation and, hence, no observable enhancement, ,. in the level density ,due to collective rotations.
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In summary, the neutron resonance spacings give information on the A dependence of the nuclear level density at an almost fixed excitation energy.
Although the rather low excitation energy is advantageous for testing theoretical models for the effects of nuclear shells and structure, it is disadvantageous in that a number of factors can substantially alter the theoretical level density. We have presented evidence from comparisons of .dcalculated with deformed single particle levels of Nilsson et al~9). 
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